What’s New?

@promt 7.0 vs. @promt 2004
PROMT presents the new @promt 7.0 translation software at CeBIT 2005.
The previous version @promt 2004 was released at the last year CeBIT. What’s
new in @promt 7.0? Read more about the most important new features of
@promt 7.0 below!
1. Superior Translation Algorithms.
The main criterion of how translation software works is the translation quality. The new version
@promt 7.0 is built on the optimized translation algorithms that ensures the highest translation
accuracy.
2. High Usability Interface of Flexible Linguistic Environment.
The user friendly interface in the style of Microsoft® Office System 2003 is applied in the powerful
linguistic editor. The new interface enhances the visualization of how the original text and translation
are synchronized and features the usability options like easier access to customization options, more
fruitful procedures of adjustment and editing.
3. Extended Dictionary Volumes.
The general dictionaries for each translation direction of @promt 7.0 have been increased
substantially. For example, the English German and German English general dictionaries include
now 700,000+ words and word collocations with translations!
4. Image Files Translations.
Now @promt 7.0 translates image files thanks to built in Readiris OCR software from Image
Recognition Integrated Systems S.A. Company (I.R.I.S.). The new @promt software can easily open
any PDF, TIFF or JPG file, convert its text content into electronic text and translate it.
5. Microsoft® Office System 2003 Plug Ins.
New @promt 7.0 integrates plug ins into Microsoft® Office 2000/XP/2003 Word, Excel, Outlook®,
PowerPoint®, and FrontPage® applications which enables the user to translate documents, e mails
or presentations without leaving well known applications.
The special plug in for XML documents translation is provided for Microsoft® Office 2003 Word.
6. Large Electronic Dictionary as a Stand Alone Application.
Now @promt 7.0 includes the Electronic Dictionary of a large volume as a stand alone application for
all the available translation directions … up to 1,000,000 words and word collocations with
translations, up to 100 topics depending on the translation direction. As a result the user gets the
translation software along with the Electronic Dictionary which can be used separately as well.
The total volume of Electronic Dictionary for all the translation directions exceeds 6,000,000 entries!
7. More Specialized Domains.
Users of @promt 7.0 are able to translate texts from a greater number of subject areas. Now the list
of specialized dictionaries supplied with the software includes seven dictionary titles for the
following topics: Business, Computer, Internet, Law, Travel, Technical and Medicine (the four latter
titles are new).
8. New Automatic Procedure ЌText to DictionaryЋ.
With the new procedure a user can automatically add words and their translations from hand made
user glossaries (e.g., tables with words or word collocations and their translations) into existing user
dictionaries or create new ones for @promt 7.0 translation software. The procedure ensures a higher
speed of customization process than it was in the previous version.

